Purpose: To explain the reasons for significant quality correction factors in megavoltage small photon fields and clarify the underlying concepts relevant to dosimetry under such conditions. Methods: The validity of cavity theory and the requirement of charged particle equilibrium (CPE) are addressed from a theoretical point of view in the context of nonstandard beams. Perturbation effects are described into four main subeffects, explaining their nature and pointing out their relative importance in small photon fields. Results: It is demonstrated that the failure to meet classical cavity theory requirements, such as CPE, is not the reason for significant quality correction factors. On the contrary, it is shown that the lack of CPE alone cannot explain these corrections and that what matters most, apart from volume averaging effects, is the relationship between the lack of CPE in the small field itself and the density of the detector cavity. The density perturbation effect is explained based on Fano's theorem, describing the compensating effect of two main contributions to cavity absorbed dose. Using the same approach, perturbation effects arising from the difference in atomic properties of the cavity medium and the presence of extracameral components are explained. Volume averaging effects are also discussed in detail. Conclusions: Quality correction factors of small megavoltage photon fields are mainly due to differences in electron density between water and the detector medium and to volume averaging over the detector cavity. Other effects, such as the presence of extracameral components and differences in atomic properties of the detection medium with respect to water, can also play an accentuated role in small photon fields compared to standard beams. C 2015 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [http://dx
INTRODUCTION
To support the calibration of modern megavoltage radiotherapy machines capable of delivering advanced techniques, such as modulated arc therapy (Tomotherapy ® , VMAT, and RapidArc ® ) and stereotactic radiotherapy (Cyberknife ® and Gamma Knife ® ), a coordinated effort toward a new generation of reference dosimetry protocols is led by the IAEA with participation of the AAPM and other national medical physics organizations. These new techniques use beams that do not comply with conventional reference dosimetry protocols and therefore have been given the designation nonstandard, denoting either small fields or modulated photon beams. In 2008, the international IAEA-AAPM working group on small and composite field dosimetry proposed a new formalism for nonstandard beams, 3 which was adopted in dosimetry protocols for helical therapy 4, 5 and which will be used in a future protocol addressing small photon fields.
Several studies published on megavoltage nonstandard photon beams revealed their noncompliance to conditions specified in standard protocols. The IPEM report 103 (Ref. 33 ) covered many practical aspects of small field dosimetry. However, a detailed explanation providing clarification on the reasons for correction factor requirements in small fields has not been addressed in a complete comprehensive way. A basic investigation on the physics of small field dosimetry, addressing cavity theory validity and the importance of perturbation effects, might help providing a general overview of the problem and avoid misconceptions regarding the nature of these corrections. The goal of the present work is to address the fundamental differences between absorbed dose measurements in nonstandard beams and traditional beams based on rigorous dosimetry theory, with particular focus on small fields. The work is presented in two papers. The present paper clarifies theoretical concepts relevant to nonstandard beam dosimetry. The accompanying paper, referred as paper II, 92 supports the theory using Monte Carlo simulations and the pencil beam decomposition method. Section 2 is on cavity theory and provides the key ideas supporting absorbed dose measurement methods and explains their role in nonstandard beams. Section 3 addresses in detail the concept of charged particle equilibrium (CPE) and its role in radiation dosimetry, including the subtleties raised in the context of small fields. Section 4 describes the effects of perturbation factors from a theoretical point of view by detailing how the lack of CPE interacts with the detector density and other characteristics of the detector to cause significant correction factors. The paper is summarized in its keys points in Sec. 5.
CAVITY THEORY

2.A. Definitions
To calibrate radiotherapy beams, the quantity of interest to clinical physicists is absorbed dose at a point in water. To determine this quantity, measurements involve the use of a detector having a cavity (or sensitive volume) of finite dimensions which is not constituted of water. What initiated the need for a theory supporting absorbed dose measurement are the two following characteristics of a radiation detector: (1) the fact that the detector cavity is finite (i.e., not a point) and (2) the fact that it is not constituted of the surrounding medium. This approach is referred to as cavity theory, and in the context of beam calibration it is meant to evaluate the following ratio:
where D w is the absorbed dose at the point of measurement in water (referred to as absorbed dose to water) and D det is the averaged absorbed dose in the detector, both for a given beam quality, noted Q. Note here that to simplify the terminology, we use the term absorbed dose in the cavity when we refer to the average absorbed dose over the cavity volume, assumed here to be homogeneous both in mass density and composition. Here, what is meant by beam quality is the representation of irradiation conditions which depends on the beam energy, the geometry of the phantom, the position of measurement, and the presence of the lateral dose gradients. 16 Therefore, Q is implicitly defined by the particle fluence of all particle types (photons, electrons, and positrons) at the point of measurement in water as well as in the volume occupied by the detector. It is also worth defining what is referred to in this paper as detector dose response as follows:
Clearly, this definition puts aside the intrinsic detector dose response, which is not addressed in this paper and refers to the mechanism to convert the detected quantity to absorbed dose in the detector. 35 The main reason for difficulties in evaluating the ratio f (Q) is that radiation transport is very complex. Nowadays, the most accurate way to approach the problem and determine f (Q) is either using Monte Carlo simulations alone or Monte Carlo in combination with experimental measurements. Accurate detector simulations have only been available in the last two decades (or less), although Monte Carlo simulations have been used to calculate some of the key components of f (Q), such as stopping-power ratios, for about four decades. The approach to cavity theory was once entirely analytic, under idealized conditions that allowed the ratio f (Q) to be calculated with significant simplifications.
2.B. Standard cavity theory for in-water measurements
2.B.1. Modern interpretation of cavity theories
While cavity theories were developed in the context of in-air calibration implicating thick-wall gas ionization chambers, modern reference dosimetry is performed in water and involves thin-wall air ionization chambers. Clinical dosimetry relies on a greater variety of radiation detectors, such as liquid chambers, silicon diodes, diamond detectors, and plastic scintillators, and could involve phantoms constituted of a medium different from water. To support current dosimetry techniques, classical cavity theories were interpreted in a modern way. Although several authors should be acknowledged for having provided models of cavity energy deposition, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] the Spencer-Attix theory 47 with Nahum's track-ends 48 was established a few decades ago as standard of practice for ionization chamber dosimetry.
1,2,49-51
The Spencer-Attix theory 47 was proposed for ionization chambers as an improvement of the Bragg-Gray principle. The theory relies on a parameter ∆ representing an energy threshold below which electrons are assumed to be absorbed locally. This parameter has been subject to interpretation, as it depends on the cavity size and, from the point of view of Monte Carlo calculations, the production threshold used in the simulation. For standard practice, Spencer-Attix stopping-power ratios are only weakly sensitive to the choice of energy threshold and therefore a value of ∆ = 10 keV was established to be reasonable for ionization chambers used in reference dosimetry. 50 The mathematical formulation of the Spencer-Attix theory to determine f (Q) for an ideal (Bragg-Gray) wall-less detector in water is
with the modern Spencer-Attix stopping-power ratio given by the ratios of Spencer-Attix-Nahum cavity integrals,
Here, T is the kinetic energy, ϕ e− w is the electron fluence differential in energy at the point of measurement in water, (S coll (T)/ρ) w and (S coll (T)/ρ) m are the unrestricted collision mass stopping powers (in MeVcm 2 /g) in water and the cavity medium, respectively, (L(T;∆)/ρ) w and (L(T;∆)/ρ) m are the restricted collision mass stopping powers (in MeV cm 2 /g) in water and the cavity medium, respectively, and ∆ is the energy threshold below which electrons are assumed to be absorbed locally. The numerator corresponds to the Spencer-Attix-Nahum cavity integral in water, while the denominator is the Spencer-Attix-Nahum cavity integral in the detector irradiated by the same electron fluence as in water.
Burlin's cavity theory 40 addresses intermediate-sized ionization chambers and the approach is also useful to characterize solid detector response, such as alanine 52, 53 and TLDs, 54 where photon interactions are significant in the detector cavity. Burlin's parameter d, used to weigh the average of the stopping-power ratio and the mass-energy absorption coefficient, can be estimated analytically or numerically based on the cavity size and composition. The mathematical formulation of Burlin's theory to determine f (Q) for an ideal Burlin detector is
The ratio (µ en /ρ) w m is the water-to-detector mass-energy absorption coefficient ratio (in cm 2 /g) defined as
with (µ en (hν)/ρ) w and (µ en (hν)/ρ) m the energy-dependent mass-energy absorption coefficient (in MeV cm 2 /g) in water and the detector medium, respectively, ψ(hν) the photon energy fluence differential in energy (in cm ) at the point of measurement, and hν is the photon energy.
2.B.2. Perturbation factors
In general, cavity theories alone are limited to describe detector response accurately. This accuracy relies on a choice of parameter, such as ∆ for Spencer-Attix or d for Burlin, whose physical significance is debatable, 41, 46 and the ability to achieve preconditions on the electron fluence, such as CPE. From this point of view, choosing one theory over another can be arbitrary, and further considerations are required. It is, therefore, convenient to choose one cavity theory and correct for its breakdown using perturbation factors. The classical way defines a series of multiplicative factors, or subfactors, to calculate the detector-to-water conversion accurately. The basis of the approach is for each factor to correct a quasiindividual physical effect responsible for the nonfulfillment of ideal conditions assumed in cavity theory. This way, these subfactors bring the cavity response to the one of an ideal detector, for which cavity theory can be applied.
Common perturbation factors include the extracameral (i.e., structural) component correction factors, such as the wall and the central electrode, as well as the fluence and gradient perturbation factors. These subfactors differ from unity typically by less than a few percent in reference conditions. In the previous generation of protocols (i.e., air-kerma based), perturbation factors were tabulated from experiments or calculations. Reviews on the different techniques recommended in reference dosimetry protocols summarize these approaches. 55, 56 Nowadays, it is recognized that the best method to calculate such subfactors is Monte Carlo, and several authors have provided data based on that technique (e.g., Refs. 57-60).
To assure a consistent approach, it is important that a single overall perturbation factor is used rather than the product of subfactors assumed independent, as individual factors cannot be uncorrelated. 44 However, volume averaging corrections can be applied separately when the effect is considered independently of detector characteristics other than the shape of the cavity volume. 61 For any cavity theory approach, the ratio f (Q) of Eq. (1) is evaluated by the following corrective approach:
where f ideal (Q) represents the ideal ratio f (Q) described by cavity theory, i.e., f SA (Q) or f Burlin (Q), and P(Q) is an overall perturbation factor for in-water (or in-phantom) measurements. 62 This corrective approach has the advantage of bringing cavity theories to an equivalence. For instance, if a cavity is too large or too dense to fulfill Bragg-Gray conditions, Spencer-Attix can be used as long as the perturbation factor P(Q) accounts for the production of electrons from interactions with the beam in the cavity. Conversely, if the cavity is small, Burlin could be used with a value of d close to unity, as there is always, to some finite extent, photon interactions inside the cavity. In both scenarios, the perturbation factor P(Q) corrects for the breakdown of the theory and its value depends on whether Spencer-Attix or Burlin is chosen, i.e., defining either f ideal (Q) = f SA (Q) or f ideal (Q) = f Burlin (Q), so that Eq. (7) remains valid for any theory.
2.B.3. Quality correction factors
In photon beam dosimetry, stopping-power ratios have been essential for either converting absorbed dose in the cavity to absorbed dose to water, such as in air-kerma-based protocols, 49, 51 or in determining quality correction factors in absorbed-dose-to-water-based protocols.
1,2 These latter factors are meant to convert the detector calibration coefficient from one quality to another (e.g., from the standards laboratory to clinics). Assuming the detector response to be linear with absorbed dose in the cavity, in modern notation, the quality correction factor, which corrects for the differences between Q 1 to Q 2 , can be written as
Note that this equation neglects the quality-dependence of the intrinsic detector response, which is not addressed in this paper [e.g., (W/e) air varies between cobalt-60 and proton beams]. Using Spencer-Attix cavity theory, i.e., f ideal (Q) = f SA (Q), one writes
AAPM's TG-21 reported stopping-power ratios calculated using an analytic approach based on the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) to determine electron spectra. 63, 64 In later protocols, such as AAPM's TG-51 and IAEA's TRS-277 and TRS-398, stopping-power ratios were calculated with Monte Carlo simulations in homogeneous water. [65] [66] [67] [68] Conversely to analytic calculations, Monte Carlo simulations have the advantage of determining electron fluence in realistic situations accounting for physical effects such as energy straggling and scattering, the production of secondary electrons, and other interactions involving photons and positrons.
2.C. Cavity theory in small fields
2.C.1. Standard cavity theory in nonstandard conditions
Despite idealistic requirements of cavity theories (i.e., CPE), their modern interpretation does not restrict their application to ideal conditions. Indeed, stopping-power ratios or mass-energy absorption coefficients can be calculated for any spectra and are not limited to CPE conditions, using Eqs. (4) and (6) . This means that cavity theory can be applied in small fields as long as the electron and photon fluence spectra in water are known. As shown by Bouchard 46 using a Monte Carlo compatible energy deposition model, the Spencer-Attix-Nahum cavity integral is a good approximation of realistic energy deposition. Indeed, while the numerator of the Spencer-Attix stopping-power ratio [see Eq. (4)] is very closely equal to the absorbed dose to water, the denominator assumes that the fluence is unperturbed and uses the fluence in the absence of the cavity. Obviously, accounting for the proper cavity fluence in the denominator of Eq. (4) yields an accurate ratio f (Q), for any conditions, including small fields and modulated beams.
Based on Spencer-Attix theory, the overall perturbation factor P(Q), introduced in Eq. (7), can be written as
In the context of small field dosimetry, the main challenge is to determine the quality-dependent electron fluences in water ϕ e− w (T) and in the detector ϕ e− det (T). Traditionally for reference beams, the CPE condition was at the basis of determining ϕ e− w (T), allowing calculating stopping-power ratios and estimating the perturbation factor P(Q) analytically. However, in small fields, these approaches are not suitable and we need to rely on Monte Carlo simulations. The ability of such methods to accurately determine electron fluences in both geometries, i.e., ϕ e− w (T) and ϕ e− det (T), allows using the extended Spencer-Attix cavity theory described by Eqs. (4) and (10) . Therefore, such approach is valid for any detector and field size, as long as the electron fluences in both geometries are known.
2.C.2. Monte Carlo applied to nonstandard beam dosimetry
Monte Carlo is recognized as the most accurate method to calculate detector response in small fields and IMRT beams. 3 A recent book chapter 69 provides a summary of the modern use of the technique in the context of detector dose response simulation. Recent studies on nonstandard quality correction factors showed key elements as to what causes the detector dose response to differ from reference conditions. In nonstandard beams, it was shown that stopping powers water-to-air do not vary much with field size or with beam modulation. 16, 65, 70, 71 Instead, what matters is mostly the volume averaging perturbation factor P vol , defined by Crop et al., 61 and the density perturbation factor P ρ , defined by Bouchard et al., 16 both effects demonstrated to be dominant in small fields by Scott et al. 22 and Underwood et al. 23, 24 As to the perturbation effects from extracameral components, studies have shown that the magnitude of these effects in nonstandard beams depends on the nature of the detector, and that density and volume averaging perturbation factors remain dominant in common detectors. 16, 24 Overall, P vol and P ρ are only weakly correlated to stopping-power ratios and perturbation effects related to extracameral components. Results in Paper II support this observation for P ρ .
CHARGED PARTICLE EQUILIBRIUM
3.A. Definitions
3.A.1. Radiation transport equation
Particle transport can be described by a system of integrodifferential equations, each of them referred to as Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) and operating on the fluence (or flux, for time-dependent schemes) of a given particle type as a function of position, energy, and direction. The BTE of a given particle type is written as follows:
Here, ⃗ r and ⃗ u are the position and direction vectors, respectively, E is the energy (in MeV), φ(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) is the particle fluence differential in energy and direction (in MeV −1 cm −2 sr −1 ), and ρ = ρ(⃗ r) is the mass density distribution (in g/cm 3 ). S(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) and I(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) are the source and interaction terms (in MeV
, representing the differential number of particles generated locally per unit mass by a source and from interactions, respectively. The source term is defined by the beam, and the interaction term is an operator on the fluence describing all physical interactions in the medium. For electrons, it describes elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, bremsstrahlung production, etc. For photons, it describes the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, pair production, etc.
There exists no known analytic solution to the problem of photon beam transport in dense matter, even in the simplest realistic case. To solve the problem of particle transport, analytic approaches 63 relied on the condition of CPE, which simplifies the equation system but yields an idealistic solution. Nowadays, solving the BTE system requires numerical methods, and Monte Carlo is known to be the most accurate in the context of detector dose response.
3.A.2. CPE and transient CPE
Charged particle equilibrium is a concept arising from the approach of Fano, 72 who provided a theorem showing that electrons crossing detectors with uniform atomic properties experience minimal perturbations, this way supporting the Bragg-Gray approach. In reading the original technical note, one can observe that the terminology "charge particle equilibrium" was not used by Fano, but instead the term "uniform flux" was employed. Indeed, a uniform flux (or uniform fluence in a time-integrated sense) implies that the gradient of the flux (or fluence), differential in energy and direction, is zero in all directions. Mathematically, this means for all position ⃗ r,
where φ(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) is the electron (or positron) fluence differential in energy and direction. Note that in photon beams, it was recently shown that photon equilibrium is a necessary condition to achieve CPE. 73 As a result of the CPE condition, the left-hand term of the BTE [illustrated in Eq. (11)] vanishes for each particle type. Consequently, the energy absorbed per unit mass equals the energy imparted per unit mass by the source, and therefore absorbed dose equals collision kerma (or total kerma of primary radiation only). That is, at all ⃗ r,
While CPE never exists in external beams, a condition where the fluence spectra do not change significantly with depth is defined as transient charged particle equilibrium (TCPE 
with β a constant defined as the ratio absorbed-dose-tocollision-kerma at d max . Under TCPE, the ratio absorbeddose-to-collision-kerma remains approximately constant with depth, meaning that the amount of absorbed and produced electrons is in equilibrium (or transient equilibrium, as the amount decreases with depth). The main difference between CPE and TCPE is that in CPE, the beam is infinitely broad and parallel and there exists an artificial source everywhere to compensate for any photon loss during interactions, while in TCPE, there is a variation of the photon fluence due to attenuation and scattering as well as beam divergence from the source.
3.A.3. Lateral CPE
Lateral charged particle equilibrium (LCPE) is also a useful concept for nonstandard beam dosimetry. Even though a gradient remains in the beam direction, it is possible for the beam to be wide enough so that the lateral gradient (perpendicular to the beam direction) is zero. Theoretically, LCPE is achievable for an infinite and flat broad beam irradiating an infinite and flat homogeneous phantom. It means that the fluence differential in energy and direction is spatially uniform for all energies, at all depths z, and in all directions in the xy plane. Mathematically, LCPE is described as follows:
for all E and ⃗ u, with x and y the coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction, defined here as the z-axis.
3.B. Clarifications of concepts related to CPE
3.B.1. CPE implies no fluence perturbation
As described in Sec. 3.A, CPE is a valuable concept used in radiation dosimetry. In classical cavity theories, CPE can was useful for two main reasons: (1) estimating electron fluence spectra analytically and (2) assuring that the presence of the detector does not perturb the fluence crossing it (i.e., Fano's theorem).
As to the first reason, classical approaches to cavity theory relied on analytic electron fluence calculations. The Bragg-Gray principle uses the CSDA spectrum of secondary electrons only (i.e., no δ-electrons) to calculate stoppingpower ratios. The Spencer-Attix theory refers to a more sophisticated model accounting for the transport of δ-electrons, using the analytic model of Spencer and Fano. 63 These analytic calculations were useful in times where computers were unavailable (or nonexistent) and did not allow calculations comparable to modern Monte Carlo techniques involving detailed transport simulation. Nowadays, CPE is only used in practice to verify the accuracy of charged particle transport algorithms through a test known as the Fano cavity test, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] or also known as Fano calculation. The requirement of classical cavity theories to achieve CPE is no longer needed and these approaches, such as the Spencer-Attix theory for stopping-power ratio calculations, can be applied to any photon beam, including small fields.
Regarding the second role of CPE in radiation dosimetry, it is based on Fano's theorem and is independent of the calculation method used to determine the electron fluence. Indeed, CPE assures no fluence perturbation in the presence of the detector if materials are radiologically water equivalent. This has a valuable consequence for radiation dosimetry, for instance, in the design of cavity-equivalent materials to minimize electron perturbation effects and assure conditions to be the closest to cavity theory requirements. However, it is well known that CPE cannot exist in reality and therefore perturbation effects are always present and must be accounted for.
3.B.2. Fluence perturbations cannot be eliminated with very small detectors
Despite CPE not being possible in practice, one could argue that a very small detector could allow particle fluence perturbations to be negligible. Indeed, one can intuitively think that the fluence crossing an infinitesimal detector would be unperturbed by it, and even Gray himself thought so, 36 since the probability of interaction vanishes for very small volumes and therefore the ratio of the average path length in water over the detector cavity would be expected to converge to unity. The reader should be reminded that for finite cavities, the fluence equals the average path length times the number of particles (also known as the total path length) divided by the cavity volume. However, what one considers to be a small detector on a macroscopic scale remains large compared to electron elastic scattering mean free paths. Hence, it is worth showing an example where electrons crossing a small volume, macroscopically speaking, can yield significant perturbation effects with respect to transport in homogeneous water.
Let us consider electrons penetrating perpendicularly the surface of a thin slab of thickness ∆z and infinite width. We assume CSDA and consider the slab to be so thin that one can ignore δ-electron and bremsstrahlung transport, this way assuming the energy transferred to be absorbed locally, hence describing the interactions in the slab by total stoppingpower and elastic scattering only. To solve the problem with a relatively simple analytic calculation, let us describe the scattering process using the screened Rutherford model 80 and let us consider the multiple scattering theory of Lewis. 81 Analytic calculations are performed for electron kinetic energies varying from 10 keV to 10 MeV choosing a slab thickness ∆z = 396 nm, corresponding to the thickness in water through which electrons lose less than 1 keV on average along their path. Figure 1 shows the average path length and mean cosine of the scattering angle relative to water in the slab constituted of air (ρ = 1.205 mg/cm 3 ), PMMA (ρ = 1.200 g/cm 3 ), alanine pellet (ρ = 1.230 g/cm 3 ), LiF (ρ = 2.635 g/cm 3 ), diamond (ρ = 3.510 g/cm 3 ), and silicon (ρ = 2.330 g/cm 3 ). Results show that for higher energies, i.e., above a few hundreds of keV, the electron mean path and mean cosine of the scattering angle differ negligibly from water for all materials, since elastic scattering mean free paths are significantly higher than ∆z, e.g., 4 µm in water for 200 keV, and the scattering power in water is small, e.g., the mean cosine of the scattering angle per mean free path is 0.992 for 200 keV. For lower energies, i.e., below 100 keV, the relative difference in average path length ranges up to 7.5% in air, 0.4% in PMMA, 0.9% in alanine, 16% in LiF, 22% in diamond, and 34% in silicon, while the mean cosine of the scattering angle differs from water by up to 17% in air, 0.9% in PMMA, 1.9% in alanine, 27% in LiF, 35% for diamond, and 47% in silicon.
This idealistic example suggests that electron fluence perturbations can be significant in small volumes, even at the nanometric scale. This is due to the short mean free path of electrons between elastic scattering events, i.e., about F. 1. Illustration of the fluence perturbation relative to water of electrons in a thin slab of constituted of different materials: (a) the average path length relative to water and (b) the mean cosine of the scattering angle relative to water. The slab thicknesses is 396 nm such that electrons lose less than 1 keV on average while crossing it when constituted of water, considering only multiple elastic scattering and CSDA.
mean free path of about 0.85 in water for 10 keV electrons. These interaction properties are highly sensitive to mass density and atomic composition, although for materials such as PMMA and alanine, the critical value ρ(Z 2 /A), which governs elastic scattering probabilities, is close to water. Therefore, this example supports the fact that perturbation-free detectors cannot exist in very small volumes from a macroscopic point of view.
3.B.3. Using CPE to explain cavity dose response in small fields
Several authors have used the breakdown of CPE (or LCPE) to account for the failure of small fields to meet the requirements of reference dosimetry in broad beams. 6, 14, 26 While Das et al.
14 attributed the large correction factors in small photon fields to the lack of CPE, Fenwick et al. 26 correlate these corrections to a degree of electronic equilibrium, in this way describing the trend of lack of LCPE with field size and its link to density perturbation effects. The absorbed-dose-to-collision-kerma ratio is low for small fields compared to a standard field size, which suggests a significant loss of electrons near the edges of the beam or, in other words, a violation of LCPE. While large correction factors in small fields can be correlated to the lack of CPE, this reasoning relies on Eq. (13); since D/K coll = 1 in CPE, therefore D/K coll 1 means CPE cannot be established. So far, this is correct, although it is worth noting that D/K coll = 1 does not strictly imply CPE and therefore, one cannot conclude that lacking CPE necessarily causes large correction factors.
Indeed, there is a strong correlation between lack of CPE and dosimetry correction factors, and one should intuitively expect so. If CPE is not achieved, the presence of the detector should perturb the electron fluence. The closest realistic conditions in external beams to strict CPE are a combination of TCPE and LCPE. While TCPE is related to intrinsic properties of photon beams, for a given energy, LCPE depends on source collimation or modulation. Therefore, beyond d max , one would expect to correlate the lack of LCPE to some degree of perturbation in the presence of a detector. In general, this relation cannot be entirely correct as there exist situations where correction factors are unity and LCPE is far from being established. One crucial example is a perfectly water-equivalent detector, which would never require corrections no matter if LCPE is achieved or not. Other examples, where lateral dose gradients are present, are shown in Sec. 3.B.5.
Overall, it must be clarified that the lack of CPE alone cannot be, from a rigorous point of view, the fundamental cause of large correction factors in small fields; the detector should not be left out of context. As addressed in Sec. 4.A to explain the density perturbation effect, the role of CPE remains fundamental in quality correction factors when placing the detector in context, and it is shown to what extent the lack of CPE (or LCPE) causes large corrections in small fields. Note that the approach of Fenwick et al. 26 also described the interaction between the lack of CPE and density perturbation effects, in this way keeping the detector in context.
3.B.4. LCPE cannot exist in the presence of a detector
As discussed earlier, CPE can only be established if there exists a source compensating for the loss of photons. By being uniform, this source causes the charged particle fluences to be also uniform. In infinite flat parallel beams, the photon fluence is laterally uniform if the medium is homogeneous, since the lateral loss of scattered photons for each primary photon pencil beam is replaced by scattered photons generated from interactions of other primary photons, which travel in the beam direction. If the properties of the medium change laterally, the lateral loss can no longer be replaced at a location of interest, as the number of photons and secondary electrons generated laterally varies with the atomic properties and mass density of the medium at the location where they are generated. Therefore, one can expect that LCPE can never exist in the presence of a detector, unless it is constituted of water. This can be formulated in a theorem.
Theorem: In external beams, lateral charged particle equilibrium can only exist in homogeneous media.
Proof. The proof is relatively simple using the uncoupled electron BTE, i.e., the selfcontained BTE where the source term describes electrons produced by photons. 72, 82 To define LCPE, one must consider an infinitely broad source S(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) such that its gradient is nonzero in the beam direction z only. One condition stated in the theorem is that it applies to external beams only and therefore excludes the possibility of strict CPE, and hence, S(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) + I(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) 0. Under conditions of LCPE, defined in Eq. (15), the BTE of electrons [Eq. (11)] can be reduced to
with u z the z-component of the direction vector ⃗ u. Applying the partial derivative with respect to x, in accordance with Eq. (15), one obtains
for all ⃗ r, E, and ⃗ u. This equation can only be true if each of the two terms is zero, or if they are nonzero but compensate one another everywhere for all energies and directions such that their sum is strictly zero. Consequently, LCPE can only hold if the medium has either (1) homogeneous mass density and atomic properties (i.e., spatially uniform ρ and laterally uniform S(⃗ r,E,⃗ u) and I(⃗ r,E,⃗ u)) or (2) correlated mass density and atomic properties such that the number of charged particles produced and interacting per unit volume remains identical everywhere for any energy and direction. The latter case is clearly impossible since the effects of the atomic properties on cross sections are energy-dependent and cannot be compensated by the mass density being a scalar. Therefore, the first case must be satisfied. The proof applies also to the y coordinate. ■ From this statement, it would be clearly wrong to believe that LCPE is strictly required everywhere to avoid large correction factors, since it never exists in the presence of a detector. In small fields, LCPE is a valuable notion only when referring to a homogeneous medium, excluding the detector, and it should be interpreted as a characteristic to describe the field only.
3.B.5. LCPE is sufficient but not necessary
To push the analysis further, it is worth presenting nonstandard beams where LCPE in water is violated but detector dose response is the same as if LCPE existed. The simple example in which the electron fluence has a constant lateral gradient (i.e., a perfectly linear wedge) is certainly one where LCPE does not exist but the detector response is the same as in a flat beam, for instance, if the detector is symmetric. In this case, the detector has the same response in this beam as an identical beam with opposite gradient (i.e., wedged in the opposite direction). Therefore, the response is also identical in a beam being equal to the sum of these two latter beams, which is flat since the wedge is defined as perfectly linear (and therefore creating a linear dose gradient). The same would occur if the cavity were irradiated by half a field with a symmetric detector; the response is the same as a broad beam, but LCPE does not exist. Figure 2 illustrates these examples.
Another example where LCPE in water is not established but the perturbation factor is possibly unity is taken from studies on pencil beam dose response functions. 24, 29, 83 Such functions, treated in detail in Paper II, represent the absorbed dose in the cavity as a function of the position of incidence of the pencil beam. Based on the reciprocity theorem, dose response functions, defined as the cavity dose profile in a pencil beam as a function of its position, also equal the cavity dose profile of a pencil beam in an infinite homogeneous medium. It was shown that for ionization chambers, the function is smaller than in water when the pencil crosses the detector cavity, which suggests a detector under-response, and larger when the pencil does not cross the cavity, suggesting an over-response. As the function should be continuous, this implies that there must exist a position where the response of the detector to a pencil beam is identical to the response when the cavity is filled with water. In other words, as the detector under-responds in the center of the beam and over-responds in the penumbra, there must be one point across the penumbra where the correction factor is unity. The same logic can be used for solid detectors having density greater than that of water, where the effects are opposite, i.e., over-instead of under-response and vice versa.
Therefore, this means that perturbation factors can be unity even if fluence perturbations are caused by the presence of the detector. In practice, quality correction factors can be unity in non-LCPE conditions but they can be very sensitive to small positioning errors 84 as well as to small differences in detector construction. This is not the case in TCPE where positioning has almost no influence and differences in construction only a small influence. 85 
PERTURBATION EFFECTS
The present section addresses four main perturbation effects caused by the following characteristics of the detector: the electron density of the cavity medium, the atomic properties of the medium, the extracameral components of the detector, and the finite volume of the detector cavity.
4.A. Density perturbation effects
The behavior of detector response in nonstandard beams can be explained by detailing what Fano's theorem truly involves. Let us consider a broad parallel photon beam irradiating a uniform liquid water phantom in which lies a cavity having the atomic properties of water but arbitrary mass density ρ. Note that in such case of uniform atomic properties, the mass density scales the electron density proportionally. Let us assume that the photon fluence is uniform and constituted of primary photons only; this situation is achieved by regenerating the primary photons of the beam after each interaction (i.e., unattenuated primary photons), discarding scattered photons, and absorbing bremsstrahlung and annihilation radiation locally. Note that in this scheme, energy is not conserved. These conditions are such that Fano's theorem is applicable (i.e., CPE exists) and therefore cavity absorbed dose is independent of its mass density. Indeed, if the photon primary is regenerated and the scattered photon is discarded, the photon source compensates for the loss in interactions, and mathematically, Eq. (12) is fulfilled. Now let us decompose the absorbed dose in the cavity into two contributions: (1) absorbed dose resulting from primary photons directed at the cavity, noted D in , and (2) absorbed dose resulting from primary photons not directed at the cavity, noted D out . Since these contributions to cavity absorbed dose can depend on the cavity's mass density (and electron density), let us write D in = D in (ρ) and D out = D out (ρ). Thus, absorbed dose in the cavity, being the sum of the two contributions as follows:
is independent of ρ by Fano's theorem. In other words, any variation of the cavity mass density resulting in a loss or gain in D in (ρ) must be compensated by a gain or loss in D out (ρ). Mathematically,
This relation has a profound meaning that requires some discussion. Let us now look at how these two contributions vary with mass density. When the density is lower than liquid water, e.g., water vapor, charged particles undergo less interactions and travel more "freely" through the cavity than in liquid water, where the range is shorter and the scattering power is higher. For the contribution D in , less electrons (and positrons) are created from photon interactions inside the cavity, and the electrons created outside the cavity and entering it have a higher probability to escape than in liquid water. Therefore, the electron fluence from this contribution is lower than if the cavity were liquid water and therefore absorbed dose is also smaller. For the contribution D out , electrons are created from photon interactions outside the cavity only and the number of electrons entering the cavity is about the same no matter what the mass density is (putting backscattering aside). However, the average path length is higher in lower density media and therefore the fluence is also higher. Hence, the contribution to absorbed dose by photons not directed at the cavity is higher when the cavity density is lower than liquid water. It is worth reminding the reader that the fluence in a finite volume equals the total path length divided by the cavity volume. The opposite effect occurs when the cavity density is higher than liquid water (e.g., dense water). In such case, charged particles travel less freely through the cavity since their range is lower than in liquid water. For the contribution D in , more electrons (and positrons) are created from photon interactions inside the cavity, and the electrons created outside the cavity (i.e., upstream) and entering it have a lower probability to escape than in water. Therefore, the electron fluence from this contribution is higher than if the cavity were liquid water and absorbed dose is also higher. For the contribution D out , electrons are being created outside the cavity only and the number of electrons entering the cavity is also independent of its mass density (putting backscattering aside). The electron average path length in the cavity is lower in higher-density materials; therefore, the fluence is lower. Consequently, the absorbed dose contribution of photons not directed at the cavity is also lower if the cavity density is higher than liquid water. Figure 3 illustrates the cavity dose compensation effect for different mass densities between the contribution from primary beam directed at the cavity (D in ) and the contribution of primary beam not directed at the cavity (D out ). It is worth clarifying here that although Fano's condition (i.e., CPE) is used to explain the cavity dose compensation effect, it is not a necessary condition in reality for these effects to be present. Realistically, the same rationale can be used since the main differences are that the primary beam is attenuated and that there is a contribution of scattered photon to cavity absorbed dose. Although cavity absorbed dose is not independent of mass density in a flat beam, the overall perturbation is small so that the same dose compensation effect exists. In Paper II, these effects are described in detail using Monte Carlo simulations.
The behavior of cavity dose response in small fields and modulated beams is explained by the fact that beam collimation or modulation affects the absorbed dose contributions D in and D out , which strongly depend on mass density. This means that even if the same Fano's conditions used to explain the dose compensation effect could exist in a broad beam, a change in these contributions due to beam collimation or modulation could not yield a cavity absorbed dose being independent of the mass density. Mathematically, this means that if the absorbed dose contributions weighted by a factor ω 1 and ω 2 , determined by beam collimation or modulation, then absorbed dose in the cavity of Eq. (18) is rewritten as
where the subscript "ns" stands for nonstandard. In small fields, one would expect ω 2 to decrease with decreasing field size, while ω 1 remains constant as long as the detector remains fully covered by the source. Using the property of Eq. (18), one can write
The ratio of absorbed dose to water to absorbed dose in the cavity with mass density ρ is then written for a given nonstandard beam as
Note that f (Q ns ) represents the ratio of Eq. (1) with the cavity filled with water instead of a point in water (i.e., leaving volume averaging effects aside). Also, for the broad beam f (Q 0 ) = 1 since absorbed dose is independent of mass density, and therefore k Q ns ,Q 0 = f (Q ns ). Clearly, unless the contributions are the same as a flat beam (i.e., ω 1 = ω 2 ), this ratio depends on the mass density of the cavity ρ and so does the quality correction factor from the flat beam to the nonstandard beam being described by ω 1 and ω 2 . Note that source occlusion also contributes to photon fluence and therefore to ω 1 and ω 2 . A simple example can be constructed from this analysis to illustrate how a quality correction factor different from unity could rise in a small field. Let us define a cavity filled with water and such that the absorbed dose contributions in a reference beam (of beam quality Q ref ) from photons directed and not directed at the cavity are equal, i.e.,
using IAEA-AAPM notation. Note that this is achieved by choosing the cavity size, given a beam energy and reference field size (or machine-specific reference beam 3 ). Now let us define a detector cavity with the same geometry but constituted of a water-equivalent medium with a higher mass density, such that the absorbed dose contribution in a reference beam from photons directed at the cavity is 50% higher than the one from photons not directed at the cavity, i.e.,
Note here that what allows this condition to be reached is the hypothetical choice of the mass density. Now let us define a field size, yielding a beam quality Q, such that beam collimation removes the absorbed dose contribution from photons not directed at the cavity. This yields
The water-to-detector absorbed dose ratio for the beam quality Q is then given by
Therefore, the quality correction factor of this example is k This illustrates how the difference in these contributions affect the quality correction factor, as they are governed by the interaction between the detector density and the lack of LCPE via the beam collimation.
4.B. Atomic composition perturbation properties
The interaction probabilities governing radiation transport in a given medium depend on the mass density and other atomic properties, such as the atomic number (or effective atomic number) and the I-value. Conversely to mass density, atomic properties do not act on the interaction probabilities linearly, i.e., not directly proportionally to each parameter value. For beam interactions with bound electrons, the differential cross section is the product of the electron density ρ(Z/A)N A (in cm −3 ) times the differential electronic cross section σ e (in cm 2 MeV −1 sr −2 ), the latter being a function of the atomic properties of the medium, the initial energy of the particle, the energy of the secondary particles, and their scattering angles.
The effect of atomic properties on detector dose response in nonstandard beams can be explained in the same way as the density perturbation effect. Indeed, if the properties differ from water in such a way that the cross sections are generally smaller, this will have a similar effect in terms of dose response as in a cavity with electron density lower than water. Conversely, properties yielding cross sections larger than water will create a similar effect on the dose response as in a higher-density cavity. Comparing the magnitudes of the effect of atomic properties with the density perturbation effect depends on the detector medium and the energy of the beam (and also potentially on the detector cavity geometry). In practice, the atomic properties of detection media are correlated to the elemental composition. Putting differences in electron density aside, when the detection medium contains low-Z elements than effectively in water, the photon cross sections are generally lower than water since their Z-dependence typically goes as Z n , n ≥ 0. Contrarily, the mass collision stopping power is generally higher, since I-value generally increases with increasing Z. 86 The opposite occurs when the detection medium has a higher content of high-Z elements; generally photon cross sections are higher and the mass collision stopping power is lower. Despite the existence of competing effects in the change in photon and electron cross sections with Z, these variations do not cancel out (the energy dependence is too complex for that) and potentially remain significant. However, the effect of atomic properties is expected to be less noticeable than density perturbation effects in most common detectors.
For instance, the density perturbation is dominant in air since the mass density scales the cross sections by three orders of magnitude in comparison with water, while the mass attenuation coefficient normalized to Z/A remains within about 7% and the mass collision stopping power normalized to Z/A remains within about 15%, considering photon energies and electron kinetic energies between 10 keV and 25 MeV. 87, 88 Note that normalizing interaction coefficients by Z/A is equivalent to considering the interaction probability per unit electron. This analysis suggests that for air detectors, the role of the density is always more important than the one of atomic properties. For silicon, the mass density is more than twice that of water while the mass attenuation coefficient normalized to Z/A can be higher by a factor of about 7, and the mass collision stopping power normalized to Z/A remains within about 24% for the same energies. 87, 88 This suggests that silicon has the potential of yielding higher perturbation effects related to atomic properties than mass density. However, for photon energies mostly present in megavoltage beams, the difference in photon cross sections between silicon and water is less important, e.g., below 33% for energies between 100 keV and 25 MeV. 87 Therefore, in beams where the relative contribution of low-energy photons to the overall spectrum is small, density perturbation effects should remain dominant. However, in other situations, such as in very large fields or in highly modulated beams, the contribution of collimator and phantom scatter relative to a reference beam could yield significant correction factors.
4.C. Extracameral perturbation effects
Extracameral components can also play an important role in nonstandard beam perturbation factors. The contribution of such components to detector dose response is directly related to the amount of electrons reaching the cavity that were produced in the components or were produced outside and transported through them. Generally, when the interaction cross sections in the extracameral components are higher than water, either due to a higher mass density or other physical parameters, the detector over-responds with respect to water since the number of electrons reaching the cavity is higher than if the component were constituted of water. In small field quality correction factors, this can result in an apparent under-response since the detector absorbed dose is normalized to a reference beam. That is, if an extracameral component such as a wall causes detector over-response in a reference beam compared to a detector with a water-equivalent wall, it is possible that a field is small enough to produce few electrons in the wall and give a detector response identical to the case of a water-equivalent wall. In such case, the detector would yield an apparent under-response when normalized to a reference beam. This is also the case for stem effects, but not for central electrodes as the component is inside the cavity. Overall, what matters are the absorbed dose contributions from photons directed and not directed at the cavity with respect to a reference beam, similarly to the example provided to explain the density perturbation effect.
To illustrate the effect in more detail, let us take the previous example and assume the detector cavity to be surrounded by a wall, such that the contribution to detector dose from photons not directed at the cavity is increased by 20%. Therefore, the dose contributions in the detector become  D 
Therefore, the quality correction factor is k
. In comparison with the previous example which does not account for a wall (i.e., k
), the quality correction factor is now closer to unity, which demonstrates that the presence of a wall causes an apparent under-response of the detector in the small field relative to no wall. A similar effect can be shown for low-density cavities.
In comparison to the other effects described previously, the magnitude of extracameral components depends on their geometry, composition, proximity to the detector sensitive volume, as well as how the beam is collimated or modulated over them. In a situation where overall correction factors are needed, the geometry of the detector must be entirely modeled to account for all the effects. It is worth noting that previous studies have proposed modifying the design of detectors using density compensation to minimize these effects, 23, 29, 89, 90 although it is unlikely that these modifications can apply to all disequilibrium situations at once.
4.D. Volume averaging effects
By convention, absorbed dose to water is defined at a point. 91 However, radiation detectors have a finite size and therefore limit the possibility to easily fulfill this recommendation under general conditions. Despite the fact that the detector cavity size is somewhat correlated to other perturbation effects, a simple and rigorous way to describe volume averaging effects alone is the definition of Crop et al., 61 where the detector is a bare cavity of volume V constituted of water only. Here, V corresponds to the sensitive volume of the detector and excludes extracameral components (i.e., even the central electrode).
In a mathematical sense, the average absorbed dose in the volume V centered at the point of measurement (x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ) can be expressed as the triple integral of the absorbed dose distribution D(x, y,z) over the volume V ,
Here, D V is the average absorbed dose in V and it is implicit that the quantity of interest is D(x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ), with (x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) ∈ V . Using the mean-value theorem, one can state that D V is bounded by the minimum and maximum value of the distribution D(x, y,z) over the volume V , that is,
Volume averaging effects can be explained quite intuitively with support from the latter two equations. From Eq. (24) , in the case where absorbed dose is spatially uniform, D V = D(x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ) since it equals both the minimum and maximum value over V . In other cases, one could expect D V D(x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ), depending on the dose distribution and the shape of the cavity volume. From Eq. (23), because the coordinates of the integral are independent, in the case of symmetric detectors, one can decompose volume averaging effects into two components: in-depth volume averaging and lateral volume averaging. In such case, the volume averaging perturbation factor can be expressed approximately as the product of two independent factors,
where P vol, z and P vol,xy are the in-depth and lateral volume averaging perturbation factors, respectively. Note that this relation can be obtained by assuming absorbed dose components in xy and z to be approximately independent.
4.D.1. In-depth volume averaging
For thin detectors, the in-depth volume averaging effect is negligible in megavoltage beams, even in small fields. To demonstrate this, let us consider a simple cylindrical cavity (i.e., a pancake) whose axis is parallel to the beam and whose thickness is 2d. For broad beams, the radial dimensions are small enough to avoid lateral volume averaging, the depth-dose gradient determines the in-depth volume averaging effect, and Eq. (23) is reduced to vol,xy is the average dose over the lateral cavity dimensions at a depth z, and assuming P vol,xy to be independent of z beyond d max . Mathematically,
Considering the contribution from scatter to be small and including inverse-square-law effects at a source-axis-distance s, one can approximate
Using this function in Eq. (27) and evaluating the integral numerically shows that the in-depth volume averaging effect is small, yet negligible. For a 1.25 MeV photon and a sourceaxis-distance of 80 cm, combining Eqs. (25) and (27) yields P vol, z = 0.9997 over a cavity thickness of 1 cm. At the same energy, a source-axis distance of 25 cm (being excessively small) would be necessary to yield P vol, z = 0.999 over a 1 cm thick cavity. For higher photon energies in the megavoltage range, the factor is even closer to unity as the attenuation coefficient is smaller. From this, one can conclude that volume averaging in megavol tage small fields is entirely determined by lateral gradients.
4.D.2. Lateral volume averaging
For a given detector size, lateral volume averaging is mainly determined by the beam fluence and the range of secondary electrons in water, both determining the lateral dose distribution. These characteristics result from the source dimensions, the energy distribution, the head geometry, and the collimator settings. If the point of measurement is where absorbed dose is maximal, such as in small fields, from Eq. (24) one concludes that D V ≤ D(x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ) and therefore P vol ≥ 1 from Eq. (25) . Conversely, if the fluence at the point of measurement is where absorbed dose is minimal (e.g., one could imagine such modulated beam); therefore, D V ≥ D(x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ) and P vol ≤ 1. Finally, if the beam fluence presents a uniform lateral gradient, then P vol,xy = 1. Figure 4 illustrates these examples: (a) shows the example of small field output factors, where P vol,xy > 1; (b) illustrates a modulated beam where P vol,xy < 1; and (c) shows a case of linear gradient where P vol,xy = 1. In small fields, the significance of volume averaging can be estimated assuming the dose profile to be a Gaussian distribution and considering the full width half maximum to determine the field size. From this model, P vol is calculated using Eq. (23), averaging the distribution over a infinitely thin cylindrical volume, this way considering negligible in-depth volume averaging. Calculations yield P vol = 1.235 when the cavity dimensions match the field size. The effect is reduced to 1.058 for a cavity diameter of half of the field width, and to 1.005 and 1.001 for detector diameters of 15% and 6.6% of the field width, respectively. These estimations clearly suggest the importance of volume averaging in small fields. For example, in a 1 × 1 cm 2 field size, a detector of less than 0.7 mm diameter would be required to yield negligible volume averaging (i.e., P vol ≤ 1.001), while a detector with a 1 mm diameter cavity would yield P vol = 1.002.
Overall, volume averaging effects are significant in beams presenting high dose gradients over the detector volume. As shown in previous studies, volume averaging in nonstandard beams can be comparable in magnitude to density perturbation effects, although the correlation is not so direct. 16, 22 When it comes to determining the magnitude of volume averaging effects accurately, the Monte Carlo approach can be impractical since the choice of the volume size to represent a point can be arbitrary and can imply inefficient simulations. For instance, in a spherical cavity of radius r, the calculation efficiency goes as r 3 and therefore the simulation with a 0.1 mm radius yields an uncertainty 32 times higher than a 1 mm radius for the same calculation time. To determine such effects in small fields, deconvolution methods (summarized by Crop et al.
61
) could be more suitable. The present definition 61 allows considering volume averaging effects independently of the detector composition and only dependent of the shape of the cavity volume.
SUMMARY
The present paper provides a detailed explanation of the behavior of detector dose response in megavoltage small photon fields and modulated photon beams. The modern interpretation of the main classical cavity theories is summarized and their validity in small beams is addressed.
It is explained that one cannot account for the significance of small field corrections factors by the use of cavity theory alone. Conversely, the use of perturbation factors, which reflect the failure of the assumptions behind classical cavity theory, can entirely account for detector response.
The role of the concepts of CPE, TCPE, and LCPE in radiation dosimetry is also addressed. It is shown that CPE essentially implies no fluence perturbation in detector cavities but that this condition never exists in practice in external beams, even with very small detectors. It is also argued that the breakdown of CPE alone is not the reason for the failure of small fields to meet the requirements of reference dosimetry in broad beams. Despite the strong correlation between correction factors and the lack of LCPE, LCPE is not a necessary precondition for dosimetry theory to be valid and therefore, LCPE in water is a sufficient condition, but not strictly necessary for correction factors to be close to unity.
The paper also addresses perturbation effects from a theoretical point of view and discusses them in the context of small fields. Detector response is decomposed into four distinctive effects, i.e., the detector density perturbation effect, the effect of atomic properties on detector dose response, perturbation effects due to extracameral components, and volume averaging effects. The density perturbation effect is explained by detailing the meaning of Fano's theorem. The interaction between the lack of CPE and the detector density is a major reason for large correction factors in small fields. A similar approach is used to explain other perturbation factors. It is discussed that depending on the beam energy, the nature of the composition of the detector cavity and the components, the atomic properties, and extracameral perturbation effects can also play a role in small fields. Volume averaging is also described in detail and it is shown to be another major effect in small fields. Examples are provided to describe the behavior of the perturbation effect in nonstandard beams.
Overall, this overview of the physics of small field dosimetry is expected to be useful to complement the upcoming IAEA-AAPM protocol on small field dosimetry, providing fundamental concepts to support clinical practice. In Paper II, the theoretical concepts addressed in the present paper are demonstrated using Monte Carlo simulations.
